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EDITORIAL

In the picture from left to right: 
Dr.-Ing. Rolf Hallstein,  
Dipl.-Ing. Rainer Kurtz,  
Dipl.-Kfm. Bernhard Kurtz,  
Dipl.-Ing. Markus Rosenthal,  
and Dipl.-Ing. Walter Kurtz

Dear Reader,
It may have become somewhat for-
gotten by now, but just a few months 
ago Jürgen Klinsmann and the German 
national soccer team demonstrated 
just how the right leadership can lead 
to success and at the same time gain 
popularity. 

This year, the Kurtz Group succeeded in 
gaining new customers and expanding 
the business relationships with existing 
customers. Overall, we have been able 
to report satisfactory growth. 

Over the course of the year, we have 
given a lot of thought to how we can 
further improve our relationship with 
our customers and have recognised 
that our customers are facing the same 
tasks as we do. 

Globalisation of the markets is forcing all 
of us to work even harder on optimising 
quality, costs and delivery service, as 
these are our strengths in international 
competition. We have done this here 

in our own company and have realised 
that our products and services must 
be geared to providing support for our 
customers in this very activity. At the 
same time, we want to maintain this 
in the long term with the help of our 
technological advantage. 

All these ideas were phrased in a brief 
and concise manner in our vision as 
the big company guidelines of the Kurtz 
Group.

The path of our group of companies to 
the peak of performance will continue to 
be a tough one – a permanent challenge 
for all of us. But working together with 
our customers, suppliers and partners 
we will succeed in achieving our 
objectives more easily. 

We would like to thank you for your faith 
in us and for the positive cooperation in 
the year which is now drawing to an end, 
and wish our readers a Merry Christmas 
and all the best for 2007.

Good Luck!

Our guiding star

The mission of the Kurtz Group

Our installations, machines, tools, components and 
services contribute to optimising our customers’ 
production process. 

Our company’s organisation aims to maximize the 
effectiveness from the synergy potential of our 
world-wide network.

Our core focus is to business areas where we can 
prove to be “Best in Class” as compared to third parties.

As a corporate group with a tradition dating back to 
1779, we feel especially committed to our guiding 
principles and to long-term corporate goals. 

As a family business, we place as much emphasis 
on an appropriate increase of our own capital and its 
interest, as we do on long-term development and the 
safeguarding of jobs. Therefore, we pay special 
attention that all business divisions achieve above 
average, long term profitability. 

By Rainer Kurtz
versatile. Nevertheless, all our business 
divisions have one thing in common: 
Our customers manufacture goods.
Just like we do ourselves, our customers 
aim to find an optimum between the 
criteria quality, costs and delivery service.   
With our products, technologies and 
services we want to assist our customers 

to achieve their optimum with 
the help of our products. We 
need to succeed in further 
developing our competitive 
edge in technology in a way 
to be always able to offer this 
optimum to our customers.

In a leadership workshop we specified 
mission statements on the basis of 
the vision defined by the management  

board. The Kurtz Group’s mission 
statement is to connect the single 
business divisions both within the group 
of companies and to the outside world. 
Additionally, every business division 
defined its own mission statement. 

In the meantime all employees were 
informed about the vision and mission 
statements. We are now stipulating the 
concrete fields of activity in the single 
business divisions necessary to achieve 
the mission aims. 

Our customers will thus recognize that 
all Kurtz Group employees are seen 
as professional partners orienting 
their daily dealings according to a 
clear vision.
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Vision & Mission of the Kurtz Group
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The vision of the Kurtz Group

The Kurtz Group’s continual improvement 
process does not only deal with the 
improvement of processes, operational 
procedures and organisational structures. 
We also want to state our objective targets 
more clearly and simple. For this reason 
we developed the following vision for the 
Kurtz Group:
 

The target markets and business 
segments, the products and company 
processes in the Kurtz Group are most 

Our competitive lead in technology optimises 
quality, costs and delivery service in our 
customers‘ production process.
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ERSA North America and KURTz North America opened 
their doors to the interested public worldwide with numerous 
educational and social activities. Over 300 business partners, 
colleagues and industry specialists visited the Open House 
which took place at the end of October.

The ERSA Team welcomed all agents from Mexico, US and 
Canada for an on-site hands-on training in its demo centre. 
The business division of particle foam machines met for their 
regular sales meeting during which the specialists exchanged 
their knowledge about the latest developments.

Open House at KuRTz and ERSA North America

Kurtz Group celebrated 

25 years jubilee in the USA 

Attendees from the EPS and EPP industries had the opportunity 
to learn all details about the product range. The only flexible 
shuttle machine on the market, the shape moulding machine  
K 14.512S, was exhibited, as well as a PP standard machine type 
K1014 HP and the new blockmould Ecoline. Industry partners 
were amazed on how the KURTz engineering team tackled the 
hot topic of energy saving during the production process. 

Another highlight of our event was the floor heating panel 
exhibit. It gave the attendees an opportunity to understand how 
a machine manufacturer, floor heating panel systems provider 
and the HVAC industry can work together to provide flexible 
and yet effective solutions for this growing market.  

Also the subject of handling and automation took a centre stage. 
With Kuka Robot systems new possibilities for automation in 
the inserting process were shown.

One of KURTz North America’s core competences is its rebuild 
modernisation programme. A “before-after” example impressed 
the visitors with the enormous improvements made: The exhibit 

showed used and “abused” older shape moulding equipment 
as well as the complete rebuild machine next to it. 

However, KURTz does not only rebuild and modernise shape 
moulding machines but also low pressure casting machines. 

There was special interest for the informative in-depth 
seminar series during the Open House. More than 300 visitors 
had the opportunity to listen to 14 different presentations 
and lectures that covered many different areas: Apart from 
country reports, new applications in the particle foam sector, 
machines technology and process optimisation there was also 
interesting special knowledge concerning anything to do with 
foundry applications. 

All participants agreed that the event had been a very successful 
one and that everybody was looking forward to the next 25 
years of KURTz North America and ERSA North America. 
Luckily, nobody will have to wait for such a long time, as with 
the participation in the APEX exhibition in February 2007, the 
next large event is already very close.

In addition the open house offered all attendees plenty of 
information about the innovative products of the Kurtz 
Group.

The solder specialists among the visitors had the opportunity 
to learn more about the latest technologies in inspection and 
rework units.  Healthy exchanges took place also regarding 
the worldwide leading ERSA VERSAFLOW selective soldering 
systems.  The latest “star” in the ERSA product line, the ERSA 
i-CON, proved to be the ultimate hand soldering solution for 
lead free with process control.  “Octoberfest” in America:  

More than 300 guests celebrated with German beer and brass music.

The Kurtz Group celebrated its 25 years of active business in North America 
with a proper Octoberfest theme in Plymouth, Wisconsin.  

By Sebastian Schmidt

Latest machine technology: During the KuRTz Open House in Plymouth 
product innovations were on show.
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                   Hammer Innovation Programme 
                 sailing close to the wind

HIP was started to secure our Group 
companies’ competitiveness, growth 
and profitability as well as the jobs of our 
employees in a sustainable way.  

To be able to measure our progress a 
key figure was implemented in all group 
companies which we call the HIP factor.  
 
Based on the HIP factor there is now a 
possibility for most employees of the 

Once per month the responsible plant manager informs our employees about 
all essential events of the past month as well as about planned modifications 
or deviations from the planned objectives. The attendance during the HIP 
information meetings is encouragingly high which makes us understand that our 
employees think positively about this information instrument.

To be able to realise our business targets our employees partly have to be 
chosen respectively trained and further qualified more purposefully. But we are 
also in clear need to considerably improve communication between superiors 
and employees on all levels of the company hierarchy.  All this is done with the 
personnel development concept which was implemented in the spring of 2006.

The importance of innovation in all business divisions but also group-wide 
was firmly anchored in our company vision by the demand for our continuous 
competitive edge in technology. By the implementation of the Central Division 
Technology we confirmed the importance of innovation also with respect to our 
organisational structures.  

Regular meetings of our development teams offer interactive stimulation for 
all special developments ever since. But also the contact to universities and 
institutes was intensified by the Central Division Technology. It goes without 
saying that also the business divisions strive for a close contact to key accounts 
when it comes to new developments. The market launch of our equipment for 
the screen printing of soldering paste is a good example for this fact. 

We considerably re-activated our company suggestion system. The figures 
on the suggestions made prove this beyond any doubt. During the past years 
approx. 60 to 100 suggestions were made on average per year in the entire 
Kurtz Group.  In 2006 approx. 500 suggestions for improvements were made 
and we estimate the resulting net savings potential to be 236,000 Euro. 

HIP information meetings

Personnel development concept

Innovation 
 

HIP employee suggestion system

 
 

Kurtz Group to be paid a voluntary 
bonus depending on the height of the 
HIP factor. 

In the first year of its implementation the 
HIP factor has risen significantly. The 
components of the action programme 
were realised during the past months of 
2006. Therefore, we think that also in the 
future HIP will help us to realise or even 
exceed our business targets. 

The HIP project management is basically what has been pursued since many 
years mainly in the automotive and components suppliers’ industries under 
the motto of “KAIzEN”. To implement this HIP component effectively and 
professionally we looked for external help. Porsche Consulting GmbH trained 
us in the philosophy of the just-in-time production model. Until the end of 2007 
all employees in the Kurtz Group will have had a basic training regarding this 
subject. So far approx. 100 employees had such a training, most of them in 
one of the 18 workshops we had so far and which all together resulted in a 
calculable savings potential of 850,000 Euro. 

A staff survey which on a rotational basis was carried out only recently 
confirmed the high awareness level of the HIP programme as well as its 
general acceptance. We hope that with HIP we will continue on our road to 
success and that our customers, employees and owners will benefit from the 
success of these new ideas.  

HIP project management 

Staff surveys

For the employees of the Kurtz Group the 
year 2006 was influenced by HIP. The 
Hammer Innovation Programme is a real 
action programme and consists of the 
following important components:

   Information
   Innovation
   Personnel development concept
   Continual improvement process

By Rainer Kurtz

Uniformly as well as location and business 
division spanning: After three years the 
certification organisation EQ zert re-
certified the Kurtz Group’s management 
system according to the international 
standard ISO 9001.This matrix certifi-
cation is valid for all German companies 
and locations of the Kurtz Group, i.e. Kurtz 
Holding GmbH & Co., KURTz GmbH, 
ERSA GmbH, MBW GmbH, MGM GmbH 
as well as for KURTz Altaussee GmbH 
in Austria.

The audit was a ISO 9001 matrix re-
certification which is carried out every 
three years. At the same time there was 
the OHSAS 18001 surveillance audit. The 
Kurtz Group’s management appointee, 
Dr Helmut Diehm explained the signifi-
cance of the matrix re-certification: 
„Today, a complex enterprise such as 
Kurtz is expected to be innovative and to 
have an elaborate and customer-specific 
product and service programme as well 
as lean processes. To continue staying 
ahead of competition a modern company 
group such as Kurtz has to keep reacting 
flexibly to changing market conditions and 
customer requirements. The Kurtz Group’s 
management system with its structured 
and transparent processes marks an 
important and individually group-tailored 
component for an integral, future oriented, 
modern and cost oriented management.”

GmbH & Co., MBW GmbH in Wertheim 
and Baiersdorf, ERSA GmbH as well as 
MGM Mannheim, the conclusiveness of 
the regulations and their implementation 
into everyday practice were successfully 
proved. 

This lean certification procedure for the 
companies of the Kurtz Group is only 
possible with the matrix certification 
already mentioned. With this demanding 
certification method  the Kurtz Group 
demonstrates its high internal demand 
for quality standards to the benefit of its 
customers.

By Jörg Roggensack

Supervision of company group with management system 

Audit in the Central Department CHR (from left to right: Günther Bartschat, Head of 
Personnel and Dr Helmut Diehm, CQM; both Kurtz Holding GmbH with the auditors of EQ-zert.)

Workshop participants:  
HIP coach Project Management 

Markus Dürr, Christian Schumann, 
Otto Münkel, Kurt Kämmer, Mathias 

Krämer, Alfons ullrich and HIP 
Coach Project Management Dieter 

Stegmeier

Latest certificates to be found online under:  www.kurtz.info/certification

In other words: If a company wants to 
optimally meet the customers’ demands 
and requirements concerning its product 
quality, it has to practise a consistent 
management on all business levels. This 
requires that all areas from the leadership 
over the structural organisation and from 
the single business processes up to the 
production process will understand the 
consistent focusing on the best possible 
quality as a mandatory “must”. In the audit 
which started representatively for the 
Kurtz Group at KURTz Altaussee GmbH 
in Austria at the beginning of October and 
which was continued at Kurtz Holding 

.

. 

.

.

      ISO 9001 Matrix re-certification 
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By Walter Kurtz

Hot-air motors are currently enjoying 
highly increasing popularity. Not only 
because the simple mode of function is 
convincing, but also because they supply 
understandable approaches to solutions 
of today‘s environmental problems.

The Stirling motor is a thermal motor to 
convert heat into mechanical work. It is 
a machine in which a gas as a working 
medium is heated in an enclosed area, 
volume work is transmitted to a working 
piston and converted into mechanical 

By Peter Hansch

At this year‘s ALUMINIUM trade fair in 
Essen in September, the KURTz foundries 
were represented on one stand together 
with the business division for foundry 
machines for the first time. 

There was lively attendance as early as the 
first day of the fair: A new record number 
of more than 5,000 visitors was recorded 
right at the start. This naturally also led to a 
correspondingly large rush at the stand. 

KURTz showed the entire spectrum of 
possibilities of production by its foundries. 
Particular interest was shown in the 
aluminium foam patented by KURTz 
and developed by Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Munz, 
which has become construction-capable 
with a defined pore size for the first time 
as a result of its ordered grid structure. 
This innovative new development from 
KURTz, which, due to its low weight and 
its rigidity, is particularly valuable wherever 
a reduction of weight is needed, caused 

The latest generation with castings from KuRTz

work. The gas is then cooled and 
compressed again. 

In this way, a circulation process results. 

And this is where our story starts - it took 
20 years for the solution to be found: A 
modern wooden carburetor for pellets with 
a vertical flame, combined with a Stirling 
motor of the latest generation, built with 
aluminium low-pressure cast parts from 
KURTz. This is the most lucrative way of 
converting fuel into electricity.

Power with KuRTz aluminium low pressure casting parts.
The new Stirling motor makes its debut.

The Stirling motor – more than just hot air

KuRTz aluminium foam caused a sensation

a great sensation and plenty of technical 
discussions. Very pleasing was also the 
number of purposeful visits to the stand 
and the large interest in the low-pressure 
die casting process, a special technology to 
implement the highest of quality demands 
on aluminium alloys.There was also a big 
amount of interest for the area of sand 
casting. 

As representatives of all foundries in 
the Kurtz Group and also of the foundry 
machinery division were present, the 
specific questions of the visitors were 

answered  competently at all times. These 
synergetic effects and the extensive know-
how were particularly appreciated by the 
visitors. Managing Director, Dipl.-Ing. 
Markus Rosenthal, was therefore positively 
surprised by the results of the ALUMINIUM 
2006 and after three exhausting, but 
completely positive days at the fair, all those 
involved quickly agreed that participation in 
the fair in 2008 should be firmly planned.

It was also pleasing that the participation in 
this year‘s MATERIALICA in Munich shortly 
afterwards was exactly as successful.

ALUMINIUM Essen / MATERIALICA Munich

More online: 
www.kurtz-gesagt.de/30/article2
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Supported by this positive development 
“Kurtz Ost” was founded in a suburb of 
Moscow, an office was rented and Andrey 
Bolshakov, who formerly worked as a 
KURTz representative was appointed 
Managing Director. A German-speaking 
secretary and a service engineer complete 
his team.

Kurtz Ost in Moscow established

„He who comes too late, 
is punished by life“  

When the iron curtain fell, the activities of the Kurtz Group started in the former Soviet union. 
It all began with blockmoulds and in the meantime over 150 machines for the processing of 
particle foam materials were delivered. 

The new subsidiary is a further location 
in the global sales and service network 
of the Kurtz Group, which is fixed in the 
company group’s mission as a strategic 
competitive factor. The economic basis 
of the new foundation is secured by  
the expected turnover in the sector of 
particle foam machines. Additionally, other 

business divisions and here especially 
the soldering technology and the foundry 
machine sectors will use this platform.  
Based on this fast and extremely 
successful expansion course to the East 
the Kurtz Group will definitely escape a 
punishment by life, as described once by 
Michael Gorbachev.

Art and Culture at Kurtz
Scandinavian art in Wiebelbach

By Walter Kurtz 

At the beginning of October numerous invited guests met in the 
administrative building of the Kurtz Group in Wiebelbach for the 
opening of an artwork exhibition of the artist Carina Randløv in 
the course of the “Art and Culture at Kurtz” series.

For already three years the Kurtz Group has been welcoming 
international artists under this motto on its premises. Extremely 
successful examples of art exhibitions were those of Sabine 
Gerstacker in 2004, of Paola Princivalli Conti in March 2005 and 
then of Lynn Criswell and Michael Bishop in August of the same 
year. In April of this year the Indian artists Murli Lahoti, Shrikant 
Kadam, Vidya Dengle and Shyamolie Varma were guests of the 
Kurtz Industrial Gallery and now Kurtz salutes into the North of 
Europe and says „Hjertelig velkommen!” to Carina Randløv.  

More online: 
www.kurtz-gesagt.de/30/article1@

Moscow, Red Place with Basilius basilica

Mission & Vison der Kurtz Gruppe

Carina Randløv from Scandinavia enjoys the successful 
exhibition opening in the “Art and Culture at Kurtz” series.  

KuRTz aluminium foam shown for the first time  
at the “ALuMINIuM” and the “MATERIALICA” 

was the issue of many a discussion
8
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By Bernhard Baumann

Varnish contains organic solvents which 
evaporate in processing. This problem 
has been the issue of discussion in 
environmental politics for years now. In 
1999, the European Union passed the 
so-called VOC Directive (VOC – volatile 
organic compounds). It provides for a 
reduction of solvent emissions by 70 to 
80 per cent by 2007. 

For example, this means introduction 
of low-solvent coating materials and a 
change to water-based varnishes - both in 
machine building and also in subcontract 
work. However, attention must be paid 
to compliance with the necessary room 
temperature and optimum waste air 

Extremely low-turbulence casting process
With regard to oxide formations, extreme care must be taken to avoid turbulences  
(= increases of the surface) in liquid aluminium. If additionally a furnace shuttle sys-
tem is used in low-pressure casting, optimum, low-turbulence die filling is achieved 
during the entire process.

Die filling controllable by means of various speeds 
Whereas the entire die filling process is only possible at one speed over the cross-
sections of the  sprue/flow/gating system in gravity casting, up to 20 different speeds 
can be used during a die filling process in low pressure casting. For large cross-
sections, the die filling is accelerated, for thin-walled jobs decelerated in order, for 
example, to avoid advancing tongues and thus air inclusions.

The thermal feeding centre is identical with the gating 
In gravity casting and with rising energy costs, circuit shares of more than 100 per cent 
are often generated. As the thermal feeding centre in low-pressure die casting matches 
the gating from the bottom, these shares can often be drastically minimised to 10 to  
25 per cent.

1 bar feeding pressure matches an aluminium column of more than 
four metres in height. 
With 1 bar furnace chamber excess pressure, a liquid aluminium column of more than 
four metres in height can be generated which means a factor of approximately 25 com-
pared to a gravity feeder and the dense feeding characteristics in the solidifying process.

All in all, convincing arguments for us casters who wish to produce highest-quality 
castings. The low-pressure die casting technology offers the ultimate technical and 
economic solution for this purpose.

Principal function of low pressure
   Pressurization
   Rising, low-turbulence die filling
   Controlled solidification with the help of a controlled cooling
   Hot material with gating

            The question regarding the essential benefits of the low-pressure die casting process 
                          often comes up precisely in the comparison with gravity casting. 
Apart from the high degree of automation, the reply can be concentrated to four points:

By Ulrich Munz

Low-pressure die casting technology  
 for the highest of demands

All the benefits at a glance

Right of way for the environment 
KURTZ uses water-based varnish  

conditions of the lacquer coating when 
processing these varnishes. 

To do justice to these demands, 
optimisation of the lacquering area had 
become necessary: The lacquer store 
used up to then was replaced by a 
lacquer container. The space obtained by 
this is used to give access to the water-
varnish dryer. 

The varnish stocks are now kept in a 
shelved container with fire protection 
inside and outside according to F90 
with a matching collecting trough and 
explosion-proof and heated ventilation 
allowing for a fivefold change of air. 

To achieve the greatest possible flexibility 
and to avoid production bottlenecks in 
coating, a gas-fired water-varnish dryer 
was additionally procured. It has been 

designed for around 80 degrees. The air 
circulation with 20,000 m³ and four blow-
out walls ensures a quick drying process. 

For the application of the water-soluble 
undercoat, investments were made in a 
3K Flexcontrol electric mixing and dosing 
system including paint supply.

With this system, work is done from a 200 l 
varnish container with a mixing accuracy 
of ±1 per cent thanks to volumetric mixing. 
A Siemens PLC control ensures control- 
and documentation-capable mixing pro-
cesses, can be freely programmed for 
all requirements and is easy to operate 
thanks to the touch-screen. 

An AirCort-Pistol 3000 has been inte-
grated into the new system, guaranteeing 
a further saving of lacquer by reducing 
the over-spray. 

At KuRTz, this is why concepts  
with particular environmental  

benefits were taken into account in the 
re-structuring of the coating shop. 

Parts coated with water-based varnish in the dryer which is gas fired and 
has a 65°C air circulation heating. 
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By Jim Rohrbeck

Winters in Wisconsin will not appeal to 
everyone and they may seem to go slow 
but not for me as I have taken up the sport 
of snowmobile racing.  For more than half 
of my life I have been racing snowmobiles. 
I have been working with KURTz North 
America since August 2005 in the shop / 
rebuild department.  

The sled that I currently drive is not your 
average snowmobile. It is a custom made 
sled owned and built by George Pagel. 
This sled is powered by a 274-horsepower, 
1,000 cc, 3-cylinder Arctic Cat engine.

During recent weeks the Kurtz Group 
has once again been active with various 
training activities, demonstrating the 
importance of qualification and support for 
future generations within our company. 

It is therefore not surprising that the 
training rate has constantly been over 
ten per cent for many years, much higher 
than the requirements demanded by 
politics in current discussions.

The range includes 19 different career 
areas, from foundry mechanics and 
industrial clerks to studying at the 
vocational academy in Mosbach. 26 new 
trainees started in September this year,  

Jim Rohrbeck is a snowmobile pilot

The Kurtz Group 
is strong in training 

and in addition, the group of companies 
provided over 80 practical training 
placements this year. 

The group’s mission statement includes 
both the provision of top-quality services 
and sustained continuing development 
and safeguarding of jobs, together with 
a clear commitment to the locations in 
Hasloch, Wiebelbach and Wertheim. It is 
therefore the aim of the central personnel 
department to attract the best school-
leavers and graduates every year. The 
personnel development concept ensures 
that a career with Kurtz offers long-term 
perspectives, and so it is no surprise that a 
number of employees were recently given 
official recognition for longstanding service 
to the company, one as long as 40 years. 

The loyalty to the Group extends across 
generations in many cases.

A total of 93 young people  
are currently in training at the Kurtz Group. Jim Rohrbeck drove to a 

career best of 251.439 km/h 

in 300 metres.  
Just 1.328 km/h under  
the current world record.

In comparison to your average snowmobile 
it is about half the weight and has over 
2.5 times the horsepower….so it is fast! 

I first started racing snowmobiles at local 
runs around Sheboygan County 15 years 
ago.  As the years went on I improved 
my race speeds until I regularly started 
bringing home first place trophies and was 
approached by George Pagel, a long time 
speed racer.  Pagel contacted me in the 
summer of 2004 and proposed that I drive 
his sled with the ultimate goal of breaking 
the world speed record for the 

Open Model 1,000 cc Class. Racing 
with the Central Minnesota and Central 
Wisconsin Speed Run Association the 
competition is always fierce. The goal of 
all racers is to go as fast as possible, have 
fun and hopefully set a new world record.    

The 2005/2006 year was my best year 
to date. I am proud to have achieved my 
career best speed, was on ESPN-2 and 
was mentioned in Snow Week magazine 
twice.  My goal for next season is to 
improve my speed and set the new world 
record.  

Welcome to the Kurtz Group: 26 new apprentices started this year.

With 250 km/h 
 through the snow

By Sabine Haas

More online: 
www.kurtz-gesagt.de/30/article3@
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As part of the KURTz GmbH company party, the company 
honoured employees for long service. It is particularly noteworthy 
that all four of these employees had begun their careers with 
a training at KURTz GmbH and in their present-day positions 
make an essential contribution to the smooth running of the 

Plus loin, ensemble – together, more 
is achieved: This is the slogan of the 
Storopack Group, in the Belgium sub-
sidiary of which in Machelen Monika 
Siegler did a four and a half week 
practical training in the context of her 
commercial apprenticeship with Kurtz. 
During this training she got an idea of 
the daily business of the departments 
sales, accounting and marketing. Her 
main tasks were to compile a handbook 
for the local Storopack employees 

Sandro Gravera is a trainee chipping mechanic in his second year at KuRTz 
– and also a karate world champion. Here is his report on taking part 
in the WTKA (World Traditional Karate Association) World Championships, 
held in Italy in September:

Our picture shows, from left to right:
Dipl.-Ing. Markus Rosenthal, Managing 
Director of KuRTz GmbH; Dipl.-Kfm. 
Günther Bartschat, Central Personnel 
Department Manager; Jochen Kraft, 
Chairman of the Works Council; Gerhard 
Beck (25 years); Siegfried Alletag (40 years); 
Willi Hammerle (25 years); Dipl.-Ing. Walter 
Kurtz, Managing Director of Kurtz Holding 
GmbH & Co.; Martin zöller (25 years); Dipl.-
Ing. Rainer Kurtz, Chairman of the Managing 
Board of Kurtz Holding GmbH & Co.; 
Dr.-Ing. Rolf Hallstein, Managing Director 
of KuRTz GmbH.

at KuRTz GmbH

company. The “front runner” of this year’s honours was Siegfried 
Alletag, with 40 years’ service to the company. Gerhard Beck, 
Martin zöller and Willi Hammerle were celebrating 25 years 
with KURTz. They received certificates of honour and gifts from 
the company management. 

“When we arrived in Pisa, we met 
the second karate team which was 
representing Germany. With our colleagues 
from Mönchengladbach we went straight 
to the weighing-in and classification into 
the individual weight classes. Fortified by 
some good Italian pasta, the next day we 
made our way to the opening ceremony. 
900 competitors from 39 countries put on 
an incredible show of different sports and 
marital arts styles. 

On the first day, Kata practitioners from all 
over the world put their sensational skills 
to the test. Kata, which means “form”, 
involves performing various techniques 
without an opponent to absolute 
perfection. The steps, punches, and even 
the breathing, must be right. They must 
clearly show that this technique could be 
effectively used in a real situation. 

Friday was the first day of the “Point 
Fighting” category, and so the first active 
day for me. In Point Fighting, the major 
discipline of any karate tournament, 
the aim is to gain points as quickly as 
possible. The awarding of points, a body 
blow (anything above the belt line and 
also the back) earning one point, a kick 
to the body two points and a kick to the 
head three points, is determined by a 
panel of five judges. This is by majority 
decision where necessary. 

The traditional art of karate fighting, the 
“Kumite”, was the third category and 
was held at the same time as the self-
defence category. 

My last fights, like all the finals, took 
place on the last day of the World 
Championships. I had to compete 
against athletes from Italy and South 
Africa. With fast, precise hits to the head 
and body I succeeded in winning the 
final fights as well, and so celebrated 
my victory from the top place on the 
podium. The next day 
our team set off for 
home physically 
exhausted, but 
absolutely de-
lighted, as 
double world 
champions.“

Powerful arguments: 2nd year trainee Sandro Gravera is a very 
amicable person. But he can show a different image – when fighting for the 

karate world championship!

Foreign practical training at Storopack Benelux
Kurtz trainee Monika Siegler enthusiastic about packaging specialists

Trainee Sandro Gravera is a karate champion
My World Championship Anniversaries

showing how to create a new customer 
in SAP as well as to assist during the 
preparation of a new bilingual web 
presence of Storopack Benelux. 

Beside the work there was also sufficient 
time to get to know the country and its 
people. Monika Siegler has plenty of 
pleasant memories of her stay in Belgium 
with a lot of new (linguistic) impressions, 
nice acquaintances and a great “équipe” 
of Storopack Machelen. 

By Sabine Haas

Merci beaucoup pour les bonnes experiences chez vous!

Monika Siegler with Marc de Smet (Manager Direct Sales & Marketing Benelux) (left) and 
Daniel Wachter (General Manager Storopack Benelux) (right)

More online: 
www.kurtz-gesagt.de/30/article4@
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By Alexander Schmidt

Since its foundation in 1998, the 
association‘s objective has been to 
establish itself as a nation-wide repre-
sentative of the interests of the innumerable 
appliers of laser technique in the segment 
of sheet-metal processing.

But it is also used for further training by 
specialist lectures from the areas of 
the new production technologies, new 
industrial possibilities of application of 
laser processing down to current legal 
questions.

Lectures on the subjects of „Innovations 
in Apprenticeships in Metal Professions“ 

To meet the requirements of their customers, such as zF, Bosch and Siemens, 
the KURTz foundries were now registered with SupplyOn. SupplyOn is an online 
platform for the automotive and production industries. This solution portfolio 
for a transparent supply management has a modular design and enables the 
optimisation of business processes in purchasing and sales as well as in logistics 
and product development.

Ulrich Mauerwerk, Managing Director of 
MGM Metall-Giesserei-Mannheim GmbH 
of many years will go into retirement at the 
end of this year. 

His successors Benno Baum and Stefan 
Ochs were both already appointed 
Managing Directors. Prior to the 

16

VdLB Association Meeting  
MBW Metallbearbeitung Wertheim host for the first time

At the end of October, this year‘s meeting of the Association of VdLB 
(Verband deutscher Laseranwender – Blechbearbeitung – e.V.: German laser appliers 
in sheet metal processing) was held at MBW Metallbearbeitung Wertheim GmbH for the first time.

(Chamber of Industry and Commerce) and 
„Rapid Prototyping in Laser Application“ 
proved very popular with the members. In 
the latter, however, it was not a question of 
portraying what is still a young technology, 
but instead of demonstrating possibilities 
of application for sheet-metal processors 
in everyday work on the basis of specific 
examples.

The participants in the meeting were 
impressed by the new possibilities of 
production at MBW in the course of a walk 
around the factory. 

The Managing Director of the association, 
Heinz-Peter Günther, confirmed to MBW at 
the end that the yardstick for future events 
had been placed very high after this highly 
successful meeting at MBW.

The event, which takes place at changing locations in Germany,  
is purposefully used in order to support the exchange of experience 

amongst the members of the association.

KURTZ fit for automotive with SupplyOn

www.supplyon.com

acquisition of the aluminium sand foundry 
Broer Schwetzingen by MGM the team 
Baum and Ochs acted as Managing 
Partners at Broer. Since the beginning of 
this year Benno Baum accompanied the 
fusion of the two companies. Since August 
Stefan Ochs is responsible for both the 
commercial division and the sales.  

Vitalisation for the Hasloch location 

By Peter Hansch

After only four months, the fundamental 
modernisation of the iron foundry in 
Hasloch was successfully completed. 
The productivity of the company was 
thus increased by 30 per cent and jobs 
were also secured.

For example in large core making, a new 
immersion tank was built, making quicker 
processing times possible. 

The foundry was enlarged and a new 
furan sand mixer with double the output 
of the previous model was acquired. 

Installation of a second 12-ton crane 
and the purchase of electrical transfer 
carriages make everyday work for the 
employees considerably easier. 

Another new feature is the casting pit, in 
which high moulding boxes can be cast 
on the O level - with ergonomic, work 
and process technique optimisation.

Since recently also the green-
sand moulding system has been 
working more securely and 
effectively: The new electronic 
controls make this possible. 

Alongside further modern con-
struction measures and the 
employment of an experienced 
foundry foreman, the vitalisation 
at the Hasloch location was 
completed with the construction 
of a modern dispatch hall: Opti-
mum work is now possible here 
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From left to right: ulrich Mauerwerk, Benno Baum and Stefan Ochs

ulrich Mauerwerk goes into retirement

Change of Leadership in Mannheim

Productivity increased by 30 per cent

The new furan sand mixer at the Hasloch location.

on more than 800 m² of additional area.

The investment volume amounted to 
around one million Euros.
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Market launch in 2007

By Lothar Hartmann

Hermann Sieg GmbH in Hamburg, a 
family business like KURTz, with 60 
employees was established in 1919. 
They cast bronze alloys in accordance 
with DIN 1982 as well as all common 
aluminium alloys, using the sand casting, 
vacuum moulding and die casting 
processes. They now added to their 
processes by investing in low-pressure 
die casting equipment.

Using the KURTz AL13-13 TC low-
pressure casting machine they are 
able to expand their range of business 
to include very small to medium-sized 
series in aluminium. Sieg’s requirements 
were clearly defined, with the emphasis 
on a high degree of flexibility and the 
possibility of being able to change dies 
quickly. In the centre the clamping plate 
is fitted with a three-piece exchangeable 
plate. It offers a central gating, the use of 
several riser tubes as well as a feeder box,  

Very precise handling: 
A new KuRTz low pressure die 
casting machine is transported to its 
place of use at Hermann Sieg GmbH.

Low-pressure die casting machine for Hermann Sieg GmbH
       Hot project for the cold North

thus allowing for a wide variety of options 
for selecting the proper gating system.
The number and layout of the core pulls 
are equally flexible. Up to six individually 
controllable machine core pulls can be 
installed. Apart from the continuously 
adjustable height setting, the core pull can 
also be laterally adjusted, to centre the 
cylinder in the force applied. All core pulls 
and all other hydraulic movements are 
separately and independently adjustable 
via the control system, so that all forces 
can be pre-set individually.

All machine settings made can be saved 
as a recipe together with the process 
parameters of the cast part, and reloaded 
as required. To minimise the time for 
changing the dies, the plant includes 
the die changing system designed by 
KURTz. This system enables dies to be 
preheated outside the machine and fitted 
while warm.

A total of 16 cooling circuits are installed 
for cooling the dies.

In addition to a successfully completed 
project, which saw the punctual de-
livery and successful installation and 
commissioning of the plant, “alliances” 
were formed prior to commencement. 
The operators of Hermann Sieg were able 
to benefit from the opportunity to watch 
the foundry-men at work in KURTz’s 
own foundry, and a special feature of the 
training was the possibility of learning to 
use Sieg’s own die.

In this way, Sieg and KURTz were able 
to form the basis of relations which are 
anything but “cool”.

Here’s hoping for a long continuation of 
this partnership. 

Is the North really cold? Certainly not, especially in the heat of a foundry.

            „Moin, Moin and Good Luck!“, 
as they say in Hamburg.

By Rainer Kurtz

For 85 years, ERSA has been developing 
solutions for internal connection systems 
in electronics. ERSA began by gaining a 
leading position in the world market for 
electrical manual soldering equipment. 
Later came automated soldering 
machines in the form of wave soldering, 
reflow soldering and selective soldering 
systems. The range of reworking and 
inspection systems was a further strategic 
addition by ERSA on its way to becoming 
the leading expert on internal connection 
technology. Surface-mounted devices 
(SMD) technology is increasingly shaping 
the future of electronics manufacturing. 
The challenge for ERSA has been to 
gain full supremacy in internal connection 
systems in this area. This essentially 
meant getting into the technology of the 
application of soldering paste to printed 
circuit boards. The “ERSA Screen Printer” 
project had begun. The clear objective 
was for an innovative printer paired with a 
very good price – offering value for money 

to the market. Following a development 
period of over a year, the new product line, 
VERSAPRINT, is on the verge of being 
introduced to the market. Together with 
partners from industry, the product is being 
tested for complete market readiness. Initial 
tests with the machines have shown that 
the ideas and concepts from the pioneering 
phase of the new ERSA field of business 
have been successfully implemented. An 
example of this are our completely new 
approaches in the area of image 
processing. As newcomers 
to this field we can show a 
clear technological lead over 
the usual screen printing 
machines currently to be 
found on the market. The 
relevant patent applications 
have been made. 

According to the time schedule 
for the introduction to the market, 
at the beginning of 2007 the 

test phase will be continued with pilot 
customers. If everything goes to plan, 
series production is due to start in the 
second quarter of 2007. 

VERSAPRINT, the new sieve 
printing unit by ERSA is 

currently being tested.

ERSA VERSAPRINT

By Mark Cannon

From the beginning of the new year the 
completely reconstructed and enlarged 
demonstration and training centre 
in Wertheim will be open to ERSA 
distribution partners, customers and 
potential customers. 

On an area of over 400 m2, the world’s 
widest product range in soft soldering 
technology with hand soldering 
appliances, re-work systems, inspection 
systems, wave, reflow and selective 
soldering machines, right up to AOI+R, 
can be viewed and used for tests. 
Customers and potential customers 
have the opportunity to test and optimise 

      ERSA opens  
new application centre:

their own special applications with expert 
guidance from the ERSA application 
engineers and process specialists. 

In addition, newly renovated training 
rooms offer ideal conditions for an 
intensive ex-change of experience of 
the kind already familiar, for example, 
from the successful ERSA Know-How 
Transfer Seminar series and the ERSA 
Technology Days.

We are very much looking forward to 
welcoming our customers, partners and 
friends to our Opening Ceremony in 
spring of 2007!
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Focus on customer applications and know-how transfer

At the time of our editorial deadline the con- 
struction work for the new ERSA application centre 
was still in full progress. The reception area,  
however, is already finished and looks splendid.
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By Bjarne Hartvigsen, Leif Fenger and Angelika Uehlein

BB Electronics Denmark, one of the most important 
EMS service companies in Scandinavia, have evaluated 
the latest generation of machines from ERSA, the 
POWERFLOW, for their lead-free wave soldering 
process. At the locations in Horsens (Denmark) and 
Shouzhou (China), two completely equipped protective 

For 30 years and with currently 850 employees as an EMS specialist in the market: BB Electronics, Denmark.

Bjarne Hartvigsen is proud of the ERSA technology 
from Germany.

Two lead-free POWERFLOW lines are in use at BB Electronics. 
Further equipment will follow.

BB Electronics A/S, on the market as EMS specialists 
for 30 years now, generated a turnover of 100 million 
US Dollars with 850 employees at four production 
locations world-wide in 2005. 

BB offer not only pure component production, but 
also complete turnkey solutions including product 
development and housing construction to their 
customers, most of whom come from the areas of 
medicinal engineering, telecommunication, consumer 
and industrial engineering. The capacity in the SMD 
area is 200,000 components per hour on a total of 12 
SMD lines. For the wave soldering process, six lines, 
two of them lead-free ERSA POWERFLOW lines with 
alternating crucibles, are available. Further ones are 
planned.

The market situation for EMS production 
The competition in the EMS area has become distinctly 
tighter in recent years. The result: The demands made 
of EMS service companies, such as BB, have distinctly 
risen, both with regard to the quantity and also with 
regard to the quality. This confronts the companies 
with great challenges.
 
Bjarne Hartvigsen, Production Manager at BB 
Electronics A/S, puts the situation in a nutshell: „We 
have to be efficient and flexible at the same time, 
offer maximum quality and favourable prices without 
any competition and offer short delivery periods and 
turnkey solutions. Numerous customers are making 
use of the change to the lead-free process in order 
to put the complete value-adding chain of design, 
development, production, housing construction and 
assembly down to dispatch to the final customer into 
our hands. Traditional business relationships become 
considerably closer and more partner-like in this way.

One of the really great challenges is converting all the 
components to lead-free versions and, at the same 
time, ensuring double stocking, in order to produce the 
conventional components containing lead. Success 
and security in the double logistics process make an 
essential contribution to our market success. I am very 
proud of the fact that BB Electronics A/S with their 
years of experience and know-how can completely 
fulfil their customers‘ wishes and expectations. With 
this strategy, we will be able to extend our market 
position into a leading role.“

On a growth course with the new ERSA POWERFLOW 

gas systems of the ERSA POWERFLOW N2 type 
have been producing lead-free components since the 
beginning of this year. The third high-volume machine 
has already been ordered and is intended to provide a 
distinct extension of the lead-free capacities of the BB 
Group in Give (Denmark) from next year. 

  The EMS specialists BB Electronics A/S  
            implement lead-free wave soldering 
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More online: 
www.kurtz-gesagt.de/30/article5
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The annual growth rate of 20 per cent is impressive. 



Innovative technology for the lead-free future

2322

As the weakest link in the lead-free 
process control, lead-free hand soldering 
requires a rigorous control of the thermal 
processes – as a result of the higher 
processing temperatures and the smaller 
process window. The paradox is the 
higher processing temperature of lead-
free solder and the smaller thermal 
processing window for the components. 
This is where the actual difficulty of the 
lead-free processes begins. It leads to 
a high demand for thermal stability and re- 
peatability of the hand-soldering process.  
In a study published at the end of 2004 
by manufacturers of printed circuit 
boards actively involved in the lead-free 
implementation, it was determined that 
lead-free hand soldering is more difficult to 
implement than lead-free wave or reflow 
soldering. Where the temperature of the 
solder tip is too low or the flux activation 
insufficient, an inadequate wetting and 
cold solder joints can occur. Overheating 
of the solder tips also leads to wetting 
errors as well as thermal damage to the 
circuit boards and components. The 
correct solder tip temperature with the 
right (not too high) heat transfer is decisive 
for reliable solder joints.

Awareness among management
The three factors which essentially 
influence the quality of lead-free hand 
soldering are the selection of suitable 
soldering tools, sufficient training of 
operators and strict process control on 
the part of the management. Decision-
makers should closely examine all 
process steps in the assembly group 
production. 

Normally, the management focuses 
primarily on “investment-intensive“ 
areas (screen printing, placement, 
soldering, testing and inspection). 
The importance of hand soldering is 
frequently overlooked, the selection 
of hand soldering tools, workplace 
equipment and training measures are 
often delegated to lower-ranking staff 
levels. 

As management does not treat all 
aspects of the conversion to lead-free 
with the same degree of priority, there 
is a failure to fit out the production 
area with the equipment and specialist 
knowledge required for the successful 
implementation of lead-free hand 
soldering. 

Summary
In the evaluation of the equipment by the management, competent decisions 
can be taken given consideration to the genuine costs of this critical process. 
The guarantee of high quality in lead-free hand soldering presents a significant 
challenge in the conversion to lead-free. 

For successful lead-free hand soldering, the hand soldering process must be 
assessed at three levels, taking both operator and soldering tool problems into 
account. The process must be assessed from the perspective of process control 
and quality, of thermal stability and repeatability as well as operating costs. 

Purchase decisions for soldering stations should be based on high process 
stability with low running costs. The conversion to lead-free in series production 
results in higher costs. In particular due to the greater consumption of solder 
tips. Innovative soldering tools offer considerable potential savings thanks to the 
lower costs for solder tips. 

By Mark Cannon

Temperature management 
in the lead-free process 
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Different performance steps facilitate the optimum balance of heating performance and 
temperature control and help thus to prevent temperature overshoot. 

The i-Tool re-heats so fast, that all solder connections can be produced with almost identical 
temperature. The sensor takes the real temperature at the very tip.  
The process window alarm enables a repeatable solder quality.

To be intelligent, innovative, intuitive, interactive and 
informative. The ERSA i-CON with its soldering tool 
i-Tool comprises all these features.

Improvement of process
 control and operating costs

in hand soldering



Different regulations in different countries: 
Not everywhere the standards for a safe transport are the same. 

This is why Kiriazi rely on shock-absorbing EPS solutions with two 
densities produced with KuRTz machines. 
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By Jörg Nolte

Since the launch of the IR / PL 650 A 
in autumn 2005, the latest ERSA 
Rework System has also been enjoying 
increasing popularity. Now ERSA is  
further expanding the range of services 
relating to the repair of electronic 
component assemblies. Customers 
working around the world are increasingly 
placing their faith in the engineering and 
experience of ERSA when it comes to 
difficult lead-free repair assignments.

While the following of IR users has 
grown consistently in the past years, the  
IR 650 A with 4600 W installed heat output 
and now with the matching precision 
placement module PL 650 A is developing 
the market for large printed circuit boards 
(up to 460 x 560 mm) worldwide. Not only 
the expansion of the product range is the 
main focus of the latest developments, but 
also the enhanced customer support.

Work in the process window
The selected solder profile is the 
decisive factor for the successful repair 
of a component assembly. Sufficient 
energy must be conducted to the circuit 
board without, however, overheating the 
element or turning existing damage into 
an irreparable loss. The previous history 
of the circuit board to be repaired can 
vary greatly:

   Malfunction after production
   Already repaired, second rework process
   Returned defective from use 

These and other influential factors demand 
sufficient tolerance of the soldering 
profile. The results of the repair should 
be positive in every conceivable situation. 
A requirement which makes severe 
demands on the lead-free repair process 
and which in practical implementation 
frequently leads to many questions.

     All-inclusive 
for challenging rework applications

By Stephan Gesuato 

The family business Kiriazi is one of the 
leading manufacturers of white goods in 
Egypt.

Over 5,000 employees work in five 
plants. With a very high level of vertical 
integration, they produce refrigerators, 
freezers, washing machines, gas cookers 
and gas and electric water heaters. 

In addition to simple EPS packaging, 
moulded parts are also used which 
serve, for example, as insulating panels 

Kiriazi decides for KuRTz

                  First production 
plant using ECO-LTH in Egypt

for the NO-FROST units. Kiriazi decided 
for an in-house production of the EPS 
mouldings, placing particular emphasis 
on the use of the latest technology and 
ensuring energy efficiency. Comparisons 
were carried out between different 
processing systems. 

The ECO-LTH process by KURTz was 
found to be the preferred technology, 
above all because it has low energy 
consumption and is also particularly 
suited to the production of mouldings 
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State-of-the-art rework with the ERSA IR 650 A:
Efficient and safe repair soldering with an optimum process control and 
reproducibility also with especially large circuit boards.

Range of services expanded

Therefore, major electronics manu-
facturers as well as third party manu-
facturers operating world-wide have 
recently begun intensively testing the 
rework process and evaluating the repair 
system prior to making the decision to 
purchase.

This, in turn, is where customer demands 
and strategic decisions of ERSA meet: 
Due to intensive contact with the 
customers, the lead-free repair process 
is to be optimised and further developed.

Customer support is a central issue
The ERSA application specialists not 
only give tips by telephone and e-mail 
in order to develop a reliable soldering 
profile when it comes to tricky soldering 
assignments. Customers can also send 
their circuit boards in to ERSA for testing 
as well as their soldering requirements 
and will receive soundly-based pro- 
 

cessing suggestions as well as soldered 
circuit boards. Furthermore, evaluations 
on sometimes complex measurement 
circuit boards are conducted in 
close cooperation with the customer. 
The temperature distribution during 
soldering is determined and assessed 
at the sophisticated measurement 
circuit board. As a result, the process 
limitations for the solder application are 
generally available as well as valuable 
tips for the user. Lastly, the customers 
express their future requirements in 
terms of BGA / SMT rework systems, so 
that the work always concludes with a 
win-win situation.

In recent months, it has been possible to 
successfully complete a number of pro-
jects in this way. A pleasing side-effect: 
For existing IR / PL 550 A or IR / PL 650 A 
customers, this service is available free 
of charge.
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with two densities. KURTz was therefore 
instructed to plan and supply the plant. 

There followed layout design and 
coordination meetings with the project 
managers of the customer and the 
supplier of the necessary peripherals, 
such as the steam generation system. 

The plant was successfully installed and 
commissioned and is now producing a 
wide range of EPS mouldings used by 
the company.

In their new plant Kiriazi produce not only white goods but also the corresponding 
transport packaging using KuRTz pre-expanders and shape moulding machines.  
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By Kurt Albrecht

Up to now, in order to guarantee a fast 
filling of blockmoulds during the moulding 
process, a special filling silo was used. 
Recycling material was usually fed into 
the silo via an external mixing and dosing 
plant. 

Now, thanks to the corresponding 
construction of the mixing and dosing 
plant, it is possible to forgo the bulky 
filling silo. With KURTz equipment the 
mixing of the material is now carried  
out using very precise cell wheel  
sluices. The blockmould is filled directly 
with this plant.

Farewell to the silo

One decisive advantage of the system 
is the space gained from the removal of 
the silo. Due to the fact that the material 
needs no longer to be carried from the 
mixing und dosing plant to the filling silo, 
the degree of de-mixing during transport 
is reduced, which in turn means a major 
improvement of the density distribution 
in the mould. Also the cell wheel sluices 
make precise specification of the mix 
ratio possible. 

A further benefit is to be found in the fact 
that the use of steel containers as a silo 
considerably reduces particle emissions.

 

By Peter Lehmann

It has therefore been necessary to find 
a solution which eliminates the expense 

of dealing with timber and which 
represents an alternative which 

is both light and resistant to 
vermin. Beside injection moulded 

or pressboard solutions, EPS pallets 
have a clear advantage over any other 
material. Firstly, there is a weight saving 
of up to 15 kg per pallet in comparison to 
the timber EURO pallet. This alone can 
reduce freight costs enormously. 

The low weight facilitates easy handling 
and reduces the risk of injury. The pallets 
are easy to clean with water and have 
additional insulation properties, making 
them ideal for use in the food industry, 
cosmetics and medicine. 

The good cushioning properties of EPS 
also make these pallets unbeatable 
 

As a result of stricter import regulations for timber packaging 
in almost all countries world-wide, timber pallets are increasingly 

being called in question.

Competition
for the EURO pallet 

Skin-moulded EPS pallets are on the advance  

KuRTz’s clever addition of recycling material

EPS pallet with KuRTz know-how: 
Moulding and all-round coating with a PS 

film in only one process.

New: KuRTz mixing and dosing plant
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KuRTz K 1214 machine producing 
EPS pallets.

when it comes to the transportation of 
fragile goods.The skin-moulding on all 
sides now also successfully guarantees 
resistance to abrasion and increases the 
rigidity. Especially for this pallet KURTz 
developed a manufacturing process which 
allows both the moulding of the actual EPS 
pallet and the pallet’s all-round coating 
with a PS film in one single process and 
therefore with only one single machine.  

The result is a sandwich of polystyrene, 
which is excellent at absorbing static and 
dynamic forces. By varying the densities 
between 25 to 35 g/l, the pallets can be 
optimised to best suit their expected 
loads.

The advantages over all other products are 
so numerous that the triumphant progress 
of these pallets during the coming years 
will be unstoppable.
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Gyla-Horn-Str. 21 • D-97877 Wertheim
Tel.  +49 (0) 93 42 / 9 63 60
Fax +49 (0) 93 42 / 96 36 55
e-mail: info.mbw@kurtz.de

Werk Baiersdorf
Erlanger Str. 9 • D-91083 Baiersdorf
Tel.  +49 (0) 91 33 / 7 78 10
Fax +49 (0) 91 33 / 77 81 25
e-mail: info.mbw@kurtz.de

MGM Metall-Giesserei-Mannheim GmbH
Ohmweg 21-29 • D-68199 Mannheim
Tel.  +49 (0) 6 21 / 84 49 10
Fax +49 (0) 6 21 / 8 44 91 55
e-mail: kurtz.mgm@t-online.de

ERSA GmbH
Leonhard-Karl-Str. 24 • D-97877 Wertheim
Tel.  +49 (0) 93 42 / 80 00
Fax +49 (0) 93 42 / 80 01 00
e-mail: info@ersa.de

KURTZ Altaussee GmbH 
Puchen 214 • A-8992 Altaussee
Tel.  +43 (0) 36 22 / 71 17 10
Fax +43 (0) 36 22 / 7 11 90
e-mail: office@kurtz.at

ERSA North America
A Division of Kurtz North America Inc.
1779 Pilgrim Road  
Plymouth, Wisconsin 53073, USA
Tel.  +1 92 08 93 37 72
Fax +1 92 08 93 33 22
e-mail: infoersa@kna.net

KURTZ North America Inc.
1779 Pilgrim Road 
Plymouth, Wisconsin 53073, USA
Tel.  +1 / 92 08 93 17 79
Fax +1 / 92 08 93 15 62
e-mail: KNA@excel.net

KURTZ Far East Ltd. / ERSA  Asia Pacific  
Suite 3505, 35/F 
China Resources Building  
26 Harbour Road  
Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Tel.  +8 52 / 23 31 22 32
Fax +8 52 /27 58 77 49
e-mail: kurtz@kfe.com.hk

KURTZ Shanghai Ltd. / ERSA Shanghai
Room 601 • 6th Fl. Beethoven Plaza • No. 1158  
Chang Ning Road • Shanghai • 200051 China
Tel.  +86 21 / 52 41 60 00
Fax +86 21 / 52 41 99 18
e-mail: kurtz@kurtz.com.cn

Kurtz Zhuhai Manufacturing Ltd 
No. 122 Hua Rong Road  
Qin Shi Industrial zone 
Sanzao Town, Guangdong 
zhuhai 519040 • P.R.of China 
Tel. 0086 756 399 7888 
Fax 0086 756 399 7889

KURTZ South East Asia Priv. Ltd.
25 International Business Park
02-106 German Centre,
Singapore 609916
Tel.  +65 65 62 92 05
Fax +65 65 62 92 06
e-mail: kurtzsea@singnet.com.sg

KURTZ France S.A.R.L.
Vente, Assistance Technique, S.A.V.
8, rue des Moulissards
F-21240 Talant
Tel.  +33 (0) 3 80 56 66 10
Fax +33 (0) 3 80 56 66 16
e-mail: kurtz.france@wanadoo.fr

KURTZ Italia S.R.L.
Via Carlo Cassola 59 
I-21028 Travedona Monate (VA)
Tel.  +39 03 32 / 97 80 35
Fax +39 03 32 / 97 81 35
e-mail: kurtzita@tin.it

KURTZ South America Ltd.
c/o Intertécnica Rua Alexandre Schlemm, 19/902
89.202-180 Joinville, Brasil
Tel.  +55 (0) 47 / 4 22 28 19
Fax +55 (0) 47 / 4 22 80 54

KURTZ Systems Africa (Pty) Ltd.
P.O. Box 6177 zimbali 4418
Kwazulu-Natal 
South Africa
Tel.  +27 (0) 32 / 5 38 12 00
Fax +27 (0) 32 / 5 38 12 01
e-mail: kurtz@mweb.co.za

Kurtz Ost
6, zhukovskogo Str.
141700 Dolgoprudny,
Moscow Region
Russia
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